Clinical significance of negative and equivocal urinary bladder cytology alone and in combination with DNA image analysis and cystoscopy.
We evaluated the individual and combined ability of cytology (CYT), image analysis (IA), and cystoscopy (CYSTO) to predict the presence of transitional cell carcinoma (TCC) at 6 months of follow-up in patients with or without a prior history of urothelial carcinoma and negative (NEG) or equivocal (atypical or suspicious) urinary CYT. Fifty-one patients (43 with prior TCC) provided 57 urinary samples that were evaluated by CYT and DNA IA. Forty-nine patients were evaluated by CYSTO. Disease status was reassessed at 6 months by a combination of clinical, CYSTO, CYT, and histologic follow-up. At 6 months' follow-up, the incidence of recurrence for patients with diploid, broad diploid, or aneuploid DNA histograms was 38%, 73%, and 100%, respectively. In the same group of patients, 43% of patients with NEG and "atypical" CYT recurred compared with 83.3% of patients with "suspicious" CYT. The predictive value (PV) of a positive (+) CYSTO evaluation was 100%; however, a NEG CYSTO examination was correct in only 73% of cases. Sensitivities of CYT, IA, and CYSTO to predict recurrence were 54%, 59%, and 62.5%, respectively, whereas the combined sensitivity of all three modalities was 72%. The +PV of combined CYT and IA in patients with prior TCC was 90% with aneuploidy 100% specific for malignancy; the NEG PV of combined CYT, IA, and CYSTO was 70%. CYT, IA, and CYSTO were highly significant in predicting recurrence (P = 0.0017, P = 0.0026, and P = 0.0002, respectively) whereas tumor grade and degree of invasiveness as assessed on initial biopsy were not significant. However, 11% of patients recurred between 6 months to 1 year who had NEG CYT, NEG CYSTO, and NEG IA. Diagnostic accuracy increases in patients with NEG or equivocal CYT if supplemented by DNA IA and CYSTO. In patients with no history of TCC, equivocal urine CYT and/or abnormal DNA IA can occur after chemotherapy, radiation therapy, or viral infection. In these patients, the combined approach together with accurate history is essential for correct diagnosis. For the small subpopulation of patients who recur but demonstrate no abnormalities on combined testing, more sensitive diagnostic tests, such as chromosomal abnormalities by in situ hybridization, need to be developed.